**Turn a Corner**

You will have to turn corners a lot when sewing! A nice, sharp corner will make your projects look neater and give them shape. Follow these steps and you’ll be a master at corner turning.

1. Be sure to keep your eye on the presser foot and stop sewing when the very front of the presser foot gets to the edge of the fabric at a corner.

2. Make sure your needle is down in the fabric. If you need to, turn the hand wheel toward you until your needle is in the down position. Raise the presser foot by lifting the lever in the back of the machine.

3. Now the fabric can move around. Turn the corner by swinging the fabric toward you.

4. Put the presser foot back down by pushing down the lever.

5. You turned a corner! Keep sewing happily along.

“*Put the needle down when you turn fabric at the corner!*”

— MAXINE, 8